Arianna De Gasperis
Creative Computing
Santa Claus’ hectic Christmas
Introduction:
My interaction takes place on the highly stressful and anticipated
night before Christmas commonly depicted in books and movies. The
story is about Santa Clause and Papa elf on the night before Christmas. As they proceed to prepare gifts, they realize that there is a
storm outside that will delay Christmas and possibly not allow Santa
to deliver gifts. Santa Claus’ reindeers plead they will not be able to
fly the sleigh because of the storm; therefore Papa elf calls up a private jet. The private jet arrives and Papa elf saves the day. The private
jet arrives with two beautiful and promiscuous elves; meanwhile Santa
and Papa Elf are wearing chains and sunglasses. The aesthetic quality of my interaction will be joyful and colourful, incorporating the traditional Christmas aesthetic. The mood of the story starts off joyful,
than switching to a tense and more serious moment when it becomes
a man vs. nature situation, and ends in a humorous solution.
Story Text:
1. It is the night before Christmas, Santa and the Elves are preparing
gifts for the big night.
2. They look outside to see a storm blowing across the north pole,
the reindeers plead that they will not be able to fly
3. Papa elf makes a phone call, and a private jet arrives, Santa succeeds to deliver gifts in a pimped out jet.

Story board:

Mock up:

it was the night before christmas, santa and
the elves are preparing gifts for the big night.

they look outside to see a storm blowing
across the north pole, the reindeers pleed they
will not be bale to fly.

a private jet arrives, santa succeeds
to deliver gifts in a pimped out jet!
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